
Luxury Tea Scented 
Candles



New this season and eagerly awaited, 
we’re excited to bring you this soothing 
collection of luxury tea scented candles.

The perfect selection of alluring 
aromas inspired by our most popular 
award-winning single origin teas. 

From the bright and fresh notes of 
Ceremonial Grade Matcha to the 
delicately refreshing tones of Natural 
Jasmine and the rich and warm scent 
of Cinnamon Spiced Chai. 

Our Candles

Proudly Made & 
Poured in the UK

100% Natural                
Wax

Reusable Metal / Glass 
Container

 These perfectly balanced tea scented 
candles are designed to welcome a 
sense of calm serenity to your space 
and a perfect gift for tea lovers alike.
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Supreme Classic
Earl Grey

According to legend, Earl Grey was invented when some black tea was 
accidentally stored in a barrel with Bergamot oranges. Charles Grey 

received the shipment and the rest is history.

Now Earl Grey is one of the most popular tea varieties out there.

Embodied by the characterfully rich and crisp scent of Bergamot that 
Earl Grey is famed for, this scent transports you to the first sip of the 

iconically fragrant tea.

Scent Inspiration

The aromatic nuances of black tea leaves, accompanied by citrusy 
Bergamot oils are layered with the warmth of black pepper and golden 

ginger, finished with base notes of cedar wood, amber and musk.



Luxury First Flush Darjeeling
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Walking through Darjeeling, you’re hit with the heady aromas of 
nature in the summertime. The tea gardens, perched on the hillside, 

are brimming with life and our First Flush Darjeeling Candle will make 
you feel surrounded by it all.

This delicately muscatel scent boasts a delightful mix of early summer 
tea aromas with refreshing sweet notes, the perfect combination to be 

enjoyed any time of day.

Scent Inspiration

A lightly floral heart infuses neroli petals and orange 
blossoms, accompanying the refreshing muscatel aroma that                                  

Darjeeling  Indian tea is famed for.

Light and floral with a hint of sweetness, this alluring scent is combined 
with gently warming cedar and  amber base notes to finish.



Authentic Cinnamon 
Spiced Chai

The flavours and aroma of Chai are the perfect partners for a dinner 
with friends. Rich in antioxidants, Chai was first enjoyed by Indian 

royals who loved its calming, healing properties.

Exotic scents of cloves, nutmeg and star anise create a cosy, inviting 
environment that can be enjoyed any time, but we particularly love 

burning this scent on a chilly winter’s night.

Scent Inspiration

This wonderfully rich and exotically spiced alluring aroma features scents 
of ground cinnamon, clove, nutmeg and star anise with invigorating hints 

of fresh cardamom and light citrus.

Comforting delicate floral tones in the heart rest on a full bodied base of 
woods, cedar, amber and earthy notes of patchouli.
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Natural Refreshing Jasmine

Our own Jasmine tea is grown in the capital of Fujian. Bathed in 
sunshine and rainfall, the tea leaves flourish in the subtropical 

climate. Burning our matching Jasmine scented candle will take your 
relaxation to the next level.

Delicate floral aromas will calm you, making you feel as though you’re 
sunbathing in a meadow in spring. Ideal for soaking in the bath or 

relaxing with a good book.

Scent Inspiration

This refreshing infusion opens with watery fruity notes of green melon 
and pear lightly spiced with cinnamon and clove.

The stunning subtle sweetness beautifully balances the spicy tones that 
continue through to the heart, which is finished with summery base notes 

of fragrant Jasmine petals, violet and leafy tea accords.
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Invigorating Ceremonial Matcha
For centuries, the Matcha tea ceremony has been an important ritual. 
Originating in China, the ceremony took off in the 12th century when a 

Buddhist monk brought the tea to Japan.

The monks found that a cup of beautifully prepared Matcha tea helped 
focus their minds, taking them to a place of calm alertness.

The scent of our Matcha candle will awaken the same refreshing aromas 
the monks enjoyed as they prepared their tea, crushing their dried leaves 

into powders.

Scent Inspiration

This bright and fresh spring grass scent offers all the goodness of the early 
spring flush. Smooth notes of cherry blossom and leafy green tea aldehydes 

impart a refreshing aroma with a hint of fruitiness.

A base of smooth woods and gentle musk delicately warms this tranquil scent.
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Glass Jar Tea Scented Candles Travel Tin Tea Scented Candles

Supreme Earl 
Grey 
Glass Container 220g (30cl) 
Burn Time: 40hrs
Item No: TTMEARCANJ
Pack Size: 6

First Flush 
Darjeeling
Glass Container 220g (30cl)
Burn Time: 40hrs
Item No: TTMDARCANJ 
Pack Size: 6

Cinnamon 
Spiced Chai
Glass Container 220g (30cl)
Burn Time: 40hrs
Item No: TTMCHACANJ 
Pack Size: 6

Natural
Jasmine 
Glass Container 220g (30cl) 
Burn Time: 40hrs
Item No: TTMJASCANJ 
Pack Size: 6

Ceremonial 
Matcha
Glass Container 220g (30cl)
Burn Time: 40hrs
Item No: TTMMATCANJ 
Pack Size: 6
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Supreme Earl 
Grey 
Travel Tin  80g  
Burn Time: 18hrs
Item No: TTMEARCANT
Pack Size: 6

First Flush 
Darjeeling
Travel TIn 80g
Burn Time: 18hrs
Item No: TTMDARCANT 
Pack Size: 6

Cinnamon 
Spiced Chai
Travel Tin 80g
Burn Time: 18hrs
Item No: TTMCHACANT
Pack Size: 6

Natural 
Jasmine 
Travel Tin 80g 
Burn Time: 18hrs
Item No: TTMJASCANT 
Pack Size: 6

Ceremonial 
Matcha
Travel Tin 80g
Burn Time: 18hrs
Item No: TTMMATCANT 
Pack Size: 6

Scented Candle 
Compendium
3 x Travel Tin 80g
Burn Time: 13 x 8hrs
Item No: TTMCANTRIO 
Pack Size: 6

Interested
in being a stockist?

Please get in touch via:
trade@theteamakers.co.uk

+44 (0) 1322 284 923



theteamakers.co.uk

Contact Us
Email: trade@theteamakers.co.uk

Phone: +44 (0) 1322 284 923


